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Abstra t

We report on the development of algebra in the Mizar system. This inludes the onstru tion of formal multivariate power series and polynomials as well as the de nition of ideals up to a proof of the Hilbert basis
theorem. We present how the algebrai stru tures are handled and how
we inherited the past developments from the Mizar Mathemati al Library
(MML). The MML evolves and past ontributions are revised and generalized. Our work on formal power series aused a number of su h revisions.
It seems that revising past developments with an intent to generalize them
is a ne essity when building a data base of formalized mathemati s. This
poses a question: how mu h generalization is best?

1. Introdu tion

Mathemati s, espe ially algebra, uses dozens of stru tures: groups, rings,
ve tor spa es, to name a few of the most basi ones. These stru tures are
losely onne ted to ea h other giving rise to inheritan e. For example,
ea h ring is a group with respe t to its addition and hen e every theorem
about groups also holds for rings. There is a trend towards introdu ing
more general stru tures: semi-rings as a generalization of rings, modules as
a generalization of ve tor spa es, et . Again, theorems about a stru ture
are trivially true for any stru ture derived from it. The derived stru ture
inherits everything from its an estors.
In me hanized proof- he king systems, the issues of inheritan e have
to be made expli it. It is not trivial to build a proof- he ker for whi h
theorems for groups apply also to rings. Generalizations, as mentioned
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above, may result in building a sizeable graph of inheritan e and only
extensive pra ti e an say how good a parti ular solution is. The issue is
further ompli ated by inertia indu ed through the existing developments
in a proof- he king environment. On the one hand, one would like to
inherit as mu h as possible from the past, on the other, one wants to
modify the past developments, if they turn out to be in onvenient for the
task at hand|and the task at hand is usually too big to start everything
from s rat h.
In this paper we des ribe the onstru tion of formal multivariate power
series and polynomials and the development of the theory of ideals in the
Mizar system. During this work we had to deal with the aforementioned
problems. We dis uss the tools that Mizar o ers to build algebrai stru tures; tools, whi h we believe provide a exible me hanism supporting
the kind of inheritan e omnipresent in mathemati s. The main me hanism here is based on de ning and ombining attributes for a hierar hy of
stru tures. This allows one to formulate and prove theorems while striving
for minimal assumptions about the underlying stru ture. Via inheritan e,
theorems are automati ally a essible for more spe i stru tures.
Generalization is a more omplex task. For example, one an derive
rings from semi-rings; however, there is a hallenge when the rings have
already been introdu ed in the past and one aims to introdu e semi-rings.
The question is what to do with the theorems about rings already proven
and stored in the Mizar Mathemati al Library (MML), a number of whi h
would also hold for semi-rings. Stating and proving them again would not
only be a tedious job but would \overwhelm" the library. Alternatively,
the library ould be revised as a whole.
The plan of this paper is as follows. After giving general information on
Mizar in se tion 2, we des ribe in detail how algebrai stru tures are onstru ted in Mizar in se tion 3. This in ludes the basi de nitions needed
to de ne single domains like groups, elds or ve tor spa es. We dis uss
how the natural onne tion between these domains an be made expli it
in Mizar and how this enables the reuse of already proven theorems. Se tions 4 and 5 are devoted to the development of polynomials. We rst
de ne formal power series and show how polynomials are onstru ted as
a spe ial sub- ase of them. Next we onsider the evaluation of polynomials
proving its homomorphism property, with minimal algebrai requirements
on the underlying oeÆ ient domain.
In se tion 6, we de ne ideals in rings and introdu e some basi operations on ideals and the notions needed for the proof of the Hilbert basis
theorem. The Mizar version of the Hilbert basis theorem is presented in
se tion 7 where we dis uss the helper notions and fa ts needed for the
proof. We lose with a dis ussion on mathemati al libraries in se tion 8
where we point out some problems that o urred during our work and
resulted in revisions of the MML, whi h generalized some of the already
de ned on epts. The last two se tions give some pointers to the related
work, o er some on lusions and sket h our plans for the future.
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2. Mizar

The Mizar system has been presented in (Rudni ki, Trybule , 1999a);
a number of additional do uments are available through the Mizar web
page at mizar.org; here we only give a brief overview. Mizar is a proof
he king system where proofs are written in the Mizar language and then
he ked for orre tness by the Mizar pro essor. Mizar proofs are written
using terminology and fa ts stored in the MML.
Mizar's logi al basis is lassi al rst order logi similar to the al ulus
of natural dedu tion of (Jaskowski, 1934). In some ontexts, free variables of se ond order are permitted and this enables, for example, the
de nition of indu tion s hemes. The development of MML is based on
Tarski-Grothendie k set theory, a variant of ZF in whi h the axiom of
in nity is repla ed by Tarski's stronger axiom (Tarski, 1939) postulating the existen e of arbitrarily large, strongly ina essible ardinals. The
axiom of hoi e is then proven as a theorem (Ban erek, 1990).
Mizar obje ts are typed, these types form a hierar hy with the fundamental built-in type set. New types are onstru ted using type onstru tors alled modes. A type does not ne essarily denote a set, it may denote
a proper lass. For example, a mode Ring an be de ned although the
olle tion of all rings is not a set. Modes an be de orated with bipolar
adje tives formed by attributes whi h are adje tive onstru tors. This extends the type hierar hy: given an attribute ommutative, a new mode
ommutative Ring an be de ned; then a variable of type ommutative
Ring is also of type Ring. The user has to provide an existen e proof before su h a new type an be used. Mizar stru ture modes denote entities
that onsist of a number of elds a essible by sele tors. Stru ture modes
are used to de ne algebrai domains and will be des ribed in detail in the
next se tion.
Atomi formulae are formed with onstru tors alled predi ates and
terms are built by onstru tors alled fun tors. We borrowed the name
\fun tor" from (Rasiowa, Sikorski, 1968), p. 148:
... some signs in the formalized language should orrespond to
the mappings and fun tions being examined. These signs are
alled fun tors, or|more pre isely|m-argument fun tors provided they orrespond to m-argument mappings from obje ts to
obje ts (m = 1, 2, ...).
A de nition of a fun tor in ludes a orre tness proof in whi h one has to
demonstrate existen e and uniqueness of the fun tor being de ned. Mizar
fun tors must not be onfused with fun tors as used in ategory theory.
The proofs written in the Mizar language resemble proofs written in
ommon mathemati al pra ti e; however, to make them me hani ally
he kable they typi ally need to be very detailed. For example, the introdu tion of a variable of type with a property [ ℄ is written as:
onsider being su h that [ ℄ by 1
The labels refer to other statements in the proof or to already proven
x
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theorems and indi ate the premises of the inferen e. In this ase the
premises must provide a guarantee of the existen e of an obje t of
type with property [ ℄ as the on lusion of this inferen e is an impli it,
existentially quanti ed formula. Whether inferen es are orre t is established by the Mizar he ker. Inferen es from the sour e Mizar text are
onverted into formulas of the following shape:
x

t

premise

p x

0

1

^ premise

^ :::

^ premisek

^

not

on lusion

and in order to prove the
, the he ker tries to infer a ontradi tion. It may happen that a logi ally orre t inferen e is reje ted by the
he ker. Then the user has to introdu e further \smaller" steps or even
subproofs into the proof s ript to get the original statement a epted. The
Mizar he ker is tuned towards speed, not power.
The \dry" texts of all Mizar formalizations are available in the MML
and maintained by the MML ommittee. The formalizations (almost 700
arti les by some 130 authors) a epted by the ommittee are presented
in various forms in the ele troni Journal of Formalized Mathemati s on
the WWW at mizar.org. This ele troni journal allows for browsing the
MML through hyper-links and o ers substantial help in lo ating de nitions of the used notions (and there are some 10,000 of them). Paper
ounterparts of the formalizations appear in a parallel journal named
Formalized Mathemati s published by University of Bialystok in Poland,
ISSN 1426-2630. These do uments are typi ally diÆ ult to follow without additional explanations. In this paper, we would like to dis uss the
pro ess of formalizing mathemati s in Mizar and the Mizar features supporting su h formalizations|in parti ular, those features that make the
past formalizations reusable in the area of abstra t algebra.
on lusion

3. De ning Algebrai Domains in Mizar

The Mizar onstru tion of formal multivariate polynomials was aimed at
de ning the ring of polynomials over a minimal algebrai domain permitting su h a onstru tion. The de nition of an algebrai domain is founded
on a stru ture mode providing the primitive notions, that is the signature
( arriers and operators) of the domain. Then the axioms for a spe i
lass of stru tures are de ned as properties of the underlying stru ture
mode.
In our ase, the stru ture mode of interest is doubleLoopStr, de ned
in (Kusak et al., 1990). It provides a arrier, two binary operations over
the arrier and two distinguished elements of the arrier, hen e the signature of a ring. Note again that a stru ture mode besides typing information does not state anything else about the properties of the operators
it introdu es. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship of doubleLoopStr to
other stru ture modes in the type hierar hy. (See (AMU, 1995), (Trybule ,
1990) and (Kusak et al., 1990) to learn more about these stru tures.) The
bottom de nition introdu es the following onstru tors:
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stru t 1-sorted
(# arrier -> set #);
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stru t (1-sorted) ZeroStr
(# arrier -> set,
Zero
-> Element of the

YHHH
H

stru t (1-sorted) HGrStr
(# arrier -> set,
mult
-> BinOp of the

6
arrier #);

stru t (HGrStr)
(# arrier ->
mult
->
unity
->

XXXX
6 y
XXXXX
XXXX
XXX

stru t (ZeroStr) LoopStr
(# arrier -> set,
add
-> BinOp of the arrier,
Zero
-> Element of the arrier #);

yXXX
X

arrier #);

XXXX

multLoopStr
set,
BinOp of the arrier,
Element of the arrier #);
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stru t (ZeroStr, multLoopStr) multLoopStr 0
(# arrier -> set,
mult
-> BinOp of the arrier,
unity
-> Element of the arrier,
Zero
-> Element of the arrier #);

:





stru t (LoopStr, multLoopStr 0) doubleLoopStr
(# arrier -> set,
add
-> BinOp of the arrier,
mult
-> BinOp of the arrier,
unity
-> Element of the arrier,
Zero
-> Element of the arrier #);

Figure 1: Derivation of doubleLoopStr in the Mizar Mathemati






al Library

the stru ture mode doubleLoopStr, that may be used to qualify
variables, e.g. let S be doubleLoopStr or to form predi ates, e.g.
T is doubleLoopStr. However, a T for whi h the latter holds, may
have other elds besides those listed in Figure 1, if the type of T is
derived from doubleLoopStr.
the attribute stri t whi h when used as stri t doubleLoopStr
gives the type of stru tures that have no additional elds besides
the ones mentioned in the de nition; note that any type derived
from doubleLoopStr widens to doubleLoopStr but not ne essarily
to stri t doubleLoopStr. The attribute symbol stri t is heavily overloaded as every de nition of a stru ture mode de nes a new
attribute denoted by this symbol.
the aggregate fun tor that is used to onstru t terms of stru tured
types, in our ase doubleLoopStr(# ,a,m,u,z#) is su h an aggregate whenever is a set, a and m are binary operations on , and u
and z are two xed elements of . Stru tures denoted by aggregates
are stri t.
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the forgetful fun tor whi h when used as the doubleLoopStr of S
reates a stri t stru ture from S (provided S has a type widening to
doubleLoopStr). This fun tor denotes the aggregate:

doubleLoopStr (# the arrier of S,
the add of S, the mult of S,
the unity of S, the Zero of S #)

If S is of type stri t doubleLoopStr, then S = the doubleLoopStr
of S.
The mode doubleLoopStr is derived from LoopStr and multLoopStr 0.
This means that type doubleLoopStr widens to, or in other words that
it is a subtype of, both LoopStr and multLoopStr 0.
Typi ally, a stru ture de nition also introdu es some sele tor fun tors to a ess its elds. The sele tor fun tors are introdu ed in the rst
stru ture de nition in the stru ture hierar hy in whi h the sele tor appears. The stru ture mode 1-sorted de nes the sele tor fun tor the
arrier of. It may be used for any 1-sorted stru ture, e.g. ZeroStr,
LoopStr, doubleLoopStr. The sele tor fun tor the Zero of is introdu ed by ZeroStr and the sele tor fun tor the add of by LoopStr. In
the ase of multLoopStr 0 no new sele tors are introdu ed, the mult
of and the unity of are inherited from HGrStr and multLoopStr, respe tively. Also in the ase of doubleLoopStr all sele tor fun tors are
inherited.
ZeroStr is a ommon an estor of LoopStr and multLoopStr 0. In this
way we ensure that arrier and Zero are the same in both. The de nition
of ZeroStr introdu es the Zero of as a new sele tor, the arrier of is
inherited from 1-sorted whi h is a ommon an estor for most algebrai
stru tures in the MML.
If S is de ned to satisfy S = doubleLoopStr(# ,a,m,u,z#) then
the
the
the
the
the

1-sorted of S = 1-sorted(# #)
ZeroStr of S = ZeroStr(# ,z#)
LoopStr of S = LoopStr(# ,a,z#)
multLoopStr_0 of S = multLoopStr_0(# ,m,u,z#)
doubleLoopStr of S = doubleLoopStr(# ,a,m,u,z#)

and in parti ular the doubleLoopStr of S = S.
The order of sele tors in a stru ture de nition serves synta ti purposes
only. It an be hosen arbitrarily (with the obvious restri tion that a
sele tor 1 that o urs in the type of a sele tor 2 must be put before
2 ). The stru tures in Mizar are not tuples but rather partial fun tions
on sele tors, and sele tors must not be identi ed with just a pla e in the
aggregate fun tor. When de ning a derived stru ture, all the inherited
sele tors must be repeated to x the order of arguments in an aggregate.
A stru ture mode de nes only a ba kbone on whi h algebrai domains
are built. The desired properties of an algebrai domain are then expressed by attributes whi h are introdu ed one at a time. For example,
asso iativity of addition is de ned in (Trybule , 1990) as:
s

s

s
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definition
let S be non empty LoopStr;
attr S is add-asso iative means
for a, b, being Element of the arrier of S
holds (a + b) + = a + (b + );
end;

Here, a + b is a shorter notation for (the add of S).[a,b℄; this notation is usually de ned right after the sele tor fun tor is introdu ed, see
(Trybule , 1990). The . fun tor is the fun tion appli ation and sin e the
add of S is a binary operation on the arrier of S it takes an ordered pair
as an argument. Note that the stru ture parameter S does not o ur in
the term a + b; it is hidden in the type of a and b, i.e. Element of the
arrier of S.
The attribute add-asso iative is de ned for mode LoopStr, in whi h
the sele tor the add of is introdu ed. The mode doubleLoopStr widens
to the mode LoopStr as the latter is an an estor of the former and through
inheritan e the attribute is appli able to obje ts of mode doubleLoopStr.
Using separate attributes one an de ne various properties of algebrai
domains. These attributes an then be ombined into lusters:
definition
luster add-asso iative right_zeroed right_ omplementable
Abelian ommutative asso iative left_unital
right_unital distributive Field-like
non degenerated (non empty doubleLoopStr);
existen e
Demonstrate the existen e of an obje t with all listed attributes.

end;

The attributes in the luster above were introdu ed for various stru ture modes, all inherited by doubleLoopStr. For example, empty is dened for 1-sorted, Abelian for LoopStr, ommutative for HGrStr and
degenerated (stating that the Zero and the unity of the stru ture are
equal) for multLoopStr_0. Finally, the attribute distributive is de ned
for doubleLoopStr as it ould not have been de ned earlier.
The existen e proof in the luster de nition is ne essary to avoid empty
types that are not allowed in Mizar. On e we have proven the existen e
of an obje t with a luster of attributes, we an introdu e a mode of the
desired algebrai domain:
definition
mode Field is add-asso iative right_zeroed right_ omplementable
Abelian ommutative asso iative left_unital
right_unital distributive Field-like
non degenerated (non empty doubleLoopStr);
end;

The mode Field is an abbreviation for a doubleLoopStr having the attributes given in its de nition. Note that through inheritan e the definition of Field just ombines various notions; most of them exist on
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their own. Hen e, a de nition of a Ring ould share the same ba kbone
stru ture with the Field and its attributes ould be a subset of Field's
attributes. As a onsequen e, ea h theorem about the Ring would be appli able to the Field.
Another Mizar me hanism for expressing and extending the sub-typing
relationship is provided by onditional lusters. A onditional luster
states that any Mizar obje t that has some attributes also has some
others. For example, the rather trivial fa t that a ommutative binary
operator with a right zero also possesses a left zero an be expressed as
follows:
definition
luster Abelian right_zeroed -> left_zeroed (non empty LoopStr);
oheren e
Demonstrate that the promised impli ation holds.

end;

On e the above onditional luster has been registered, it extends the
type hierar hy by the fa t that Abelian right_zeroed LoopStr is a subtype of left_zeroed LoopStr. Hen e, predi ates and fun tors de ned for
left_zeroed LoopStr are now also available for all other obje ts whose
type widens to Abelian right_zeroed LoopStr. Also, theorems proven
for left_zeroed LoopStr are now appli able to Abelian right zeroed
LoopStr and all other types widening to it. The Mizar he ker ta itly
pro esses all available onditional lusters and they are not expli itly referen ed.

4. Multivariate Power Series and Polynomials

The onstru tion of formal power series and polynomials is presented in
(Rudni ki, Trybule , 1999b). The power series are fun tions from power
produ ts into a stru ture of oeÆ ients. A power produ t itself is a fun tion, alled bag, from a given set of variables into natural numbers.
Variables are elements of an arbitrary set X. When we need the variables
to be ordered, we use ordinals (Ban erek, 1990) as X, but we prefer to be
as general as possible. A bag over a set of variables X is de ned in terms of
the on ept of ManySortedSet (Trybule , 1993), a fun tion with a xed
domain, i.e. a fun tion from X with unspe i ed range.
definition
let X be set;
mode bag of X is
natural-yielding finite-support ManySortedSet of X;
end;

The attribute natural-yielding means that the values of a bag are
natural numbers, whereas finite-support des ribes the property of a
fun tion as having only nitely many non zero values. The set of all bags of
X, ne essary to de ne power series as fun tions from bags into a stru ture,
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is then de ned and named Bags X. It is not ne essary that a olle tion
of all obje ts of a given type forms a set (but it is so in this ase and we
have proven it).
Several operations on bags are de ned, for example, addition b1 + b2
used for multiplying power produ ts and restri ted subtra tion b1 -' b2
used for dividing power produ ts. We also introdu ed the lexi ographi
order (when X is an ordinal) for power produ ts and the on ept of their
divisibility.
Given a stru ture S, a formal power series over S with the variables
from X assigns to ea h power produ t over X a oeÆ ient whi h is an
element of S. Consequently, a Series of X,S is a fun tion from Bags X
into S:
definition
let X be set, S be 1-sorted;
mode Series of X,S -> Fun tion of (Bags X),S means
not ontradi tion;
end;

The above introdu es the mode Series of X,S whi h widens to the mode
Fun tion of (Bags X),S without any additional restri tions, as both
modes are identi al with respe t to their semanti properties; thus the
ondition not ontradi tion whi h is always true and no proof is ne essary here.
Note that nothing is required from the stru ture S, in parti ular no
addition over S has to be available. These assumptions are introdu ed later
when ne essary to ensure additional properties of series. For example,
de ning addition of series requires addition of the elements of S, hen e it
is de ned for LoopStr:
definition
let n be set, L be non empty LoopStr,
p, q be Series of n,L;
fun p + q -> Series of n,L means
for x being bag of n holds it.x = p.x + q.x;
end;

The keyword it denotes the obje t being de ned.
De ning multipli ation requires a bit more work: p * q on a bag b is
obtained by onsidering all de ompositions of b into bags b1 and b2, su h
that b = b1 + b2. This is done with the helper fun tor de omp whi h
gives the nite sequen e of de ompositions of b, ordered in in reasing
order of the rst omponent. For this we require that the variables are
identi ed with a ertain ordinal:
definition
let n be Ordinal,
L be add-asso iative right_ omplementable
right_zeroed (non empty doubleLoopStr),
p, q be Series of n,L;
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fun p * q -> Series of n,L means
for b being bag of n
ex s being FinSequen e of the arrier of L
st it.b =  s &
len s = len de omp b &
for k being Nat st k 2 dom s
ex b1, b2 being bag of n
st (de omp b)|.k = <*b1, b2*> & s|.k = p.b1
end;

10



q.b2;

The fun tor |. is a fun tion appli ation that gives a term of the fun tion
range, even if the argument is not in the fun tion domain; it is de ned
in su h a way that f|.x equals f.x when x is in the domain of f. The
attributes add-asso iative and right omplementable although introdu ed by the same author (Trybule , 1990) use di erent onventions for
hyphenation. There are no general rules for a hieving uniformity in su h
ases; the issue is minor but the di eren e an be annoying for a asual
reader of Mizar texts.
Remark. We would like to mention that proving the asso iativity of this
onvolution produ t presented a te hni al hallenge as it turned out to be
extremely tedious for the authors of (Rudni ki, Trybule , 1999b). It is a
bit surprising that even in a thorough algebra text (Be ker, Weispfenning,
1993) the proof is left as an exer ise. In (Ma Lane, Birkho , 1967) the
orresponding proof for the univariate ase o upies a quarter of a page
with half of it relegated to reasoning by analogy.

We also de ned the operators p - q and -p with their obvious meaning
as well as the zero series and the unit series denoted by 0_(n,L) and
1_(n,L), respe tively. The arguments n and L are ne essary to determine
the proper type of these onstants.
Polynomials are a spe ial ase of formal power series; they are the series
having only nitely many power produ ts with non-zero oeÆ ients, that
is series with a nite support (written finite-Support to distinguish
it from finite-support, introdu ed earlier). Due to this restri tion the
underlying stru ture L must have a zero, hen e L must be a ZeroStr.
definition
let n be Ordinal, L be non empty ZeroStr;
mode Polynomial of n,L is finite-Support Series of n,L
end;

Now, all the fun tors de ned for series and resulting in series an be
applied to polynomials be ause the type Polynomial of n,L|whi h is
equal to finite-Support Series of n,L|widens to the type Series
of n,L. However, the return types of these fun tors are series and not
polynomials. We have to expli itly state that when performing operations
on polynomials we obtain polynomials, i.e. that the resulting series has
nite support. This problem is solved by employing fun torial lusters, in
whi h exa tly this is stated and proven, for example:

Rudni ki et al.: Commutative Algebra in Mizar
definition
let n be Ordinal, L be right_zeroed (non empty LoopStr),
p, q be Polynomial of n,L;
luster p + q -> finite-Support;
oheren e
Prove that the result of adding two Polynomials has finite-Support.
end;

After the registration of this luster, for p and q of type Polynomial of
is Polynomial of n,L and not only a Series
de nition of addition. As a result of the luster above, the attribute finite-Support is added, leading to the type
finite-Support Series of n,L whi h by de nition is a Polynomial
of n,L. The solution with fun torial lusters is mu h more elegant than
a separate de nition, or a rede nition, of addition for polynomials as we
inherit whatever we have proven about the addition of power series.
Putting it all together, we get the ring of polynomials over a stru ture
L as a doubleLoopStr, in whi h the single omponents are identi ed with
the orresponding operators just de ned (note that the underlying stru ture L is not a full ommutative ring). We only used attributes ne essary
to ensure that the operators for polynomials resulted in a polynomial.
n,L, the type of p + q
of n,L as given in the

definition
let n be Ordinal,
L be right_zeroed add-asso iative right_ omplementable
unital distributive non trivial
(non empty doubleLoopStr);
fun Polynom-Ring(n,L) -> stri t non empty doubleLoopStr means
(for x being set
holds x 2 the arrier of it iff x is Polynomial of n,L) &
(for x, y being Element of it, p, q being Polynomial of n,L
st x = p & y = q holds x + y = p + q) &
(for x, y being Element of it, p, q being Polynomial of n,L
st x = p & y = q holds x  y = p * q) &
0.(it) = 0_(n,L) &
1_(it) = 1_(n,L);
end;

and 1 are unary fun tors returning the Zero and the unity of the
stru ture, respe tively. 0 (n,L) and 1 (n,L) as already mentioned denote
the zero and the unit polynomials, respe tively. Note that the symbol +
is overloaded. On the left side it denotes the addition in the ring being
de ned, on the right side the addition of polynomials. Roughly speaking,
it says that the addition in the ring of polynomials is just the addition of
polynomials. The same holds for the symbol 1 .
So far we have only de ned an instan e of a doubleLoopStr; nothing
has been said about the usual algebrai properties of a polynomial ring.
To onstitute Polynom-Ring(n,L) as a ring, the ne essary attributes are
introdu ed in luster registrations. For some of the attributes, additional
properties of L are ne essary. For example, it turns out that in order to

0.
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prove the ommutativity of polynomial multipli ation, we also need the
addition of the underlying stru ture L to be ommutative.
definition
let n be Ordinal,
L be right_zeroed Abelian add-asso iative
right_ omplementable distributive ommutative
unital non trivial (non empty LoopStr);
luster Polynom-Ring(n,L) -> ommutative;
end;

Finally, to prove distributivity of Polynom-Ring(n,L) we had to use attributes implying that L is a ring with a unit, but not ne essarily a ommutative one.
definition
let n be Ordinal,
L be right_zeroed Abelian add-asso iative
right_ omplementable distributive asso iative
unital non trivial (non empty doubleLoopStr);
luster Polynom-Ring (n,L) -> unital right-distributive;
end;

5. Evaluating Multivariate Polynomials

The next natural step is to onsider the evaluation homomorphism of polynomials into the underlying stru ture L (S hwarzweller, Trybule , 2000).
In order to de ne an evaluation of polynomials as a fun tion from the ring
of polynomials over L into L, it is not ne essary for L to be a ring. However, in order to prove that the evaluation is a homomorphism, further
properties of L are ne essary, namely that L is a non trivial ommutative
ring with 1.
First, we resolve the problem of evaluating a power produ t b whi h is
a bag of n.
definition
let n be Ordinal, b be bag of n,
L be unital non trivial (non empty doubleLoopStr),
x be Fun tion of n,L;
fun eval(b,x) -> Element of the arrier of L means
ex y being FinSequen e of the arrier of L st
len y = len SgmX(RelIn l n, support b) &
it =  y &
for i being Nat st 1 <= i & i <= len y holds
y|.i = power(L).((x  SgmX(RelIn l n, support b))|.i,
(b  SgmX(RelIn l n, support b))|.i);
end;

The evaluation of the variables is given by a helper fun tion x. To get
to the evaluation of the nitely many variables o urring with non-zero
exponents in b, the fun tor SgmX (Madras, 1996) is employed. This fun tor
takes a nite set (here the support of bag b) and a linear order for this
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set (here the in lusion on ordinals) and returns a nite sequen e in whi h
the elements of the given set o ur in in reasing order. This sequen e
is omposed with x to get the nite sequen e of values for the variables
and with b to get the orresponding nite sequen e of exponents. The
exponentiation is then performed point-wise yielding a nite sequen e y
of elements of L. The result of the evaluation of b with respe t to x is
the produ t of the values of y. We get this produ t using the fun tor 
whi h takes a nite sequen e over a stru ture allowing for multipli ation
and returns the produ t of the elements of the sequen e (Trybule , 1991).
The stru ture L has to meet two requirements: the existen e of a unity,
be ause we use the fun tor power, and that it is not trivial (i.e. has
at least two elements). However, in order to prove that the evaluation
respe ts multipli ation of power produ ts, that is
eval(b1 + b2,x) = eval(b1,x)



eval(b2,x),

it turns out that L has to provide a ommutative multipli ation with a
left and a right unity. As this property is ne essary to prove the properties of the evaluation of polynomials, it will follow that the evaluation of
polynomials is a homomorphism only if the underlying stru ture L is a
ommutative ring with 1.
The de nition of the evaluation of a polynomial is analogous to the
evaluation of power produ ts:
definition
let n be Ordinal,
L be right_zeroed add-asso iative right_ omplementable
unital distributive non trivial
(non empty doubleLoopStr),
p be Polynomial of n,L, x be Fun tion of n,L;
fun eval(p,x) -> Element of the arrier of L means
ex y being FinSequen e of the arrier of L
st len y = len SgmX(BagOrder n, Support p) &
it =  y &
for i being Nat st 1 <= i & i <= len y holds
y|.i = (p  SgmX(BagOrder n, Support p))|.i 
eval(((SgmX(BagOrder n, Support p))|.i),x);
end;

The requirements on L in the above de nition only ensure that eval is
a fun tion, not that it is already a homomorphism. Consequently, the
next goal is to prove|with as modest additional requirements on L as
possible|that the fun tor eval is a homomorphism from the polynomial
ring over L into L.
We introdu e a helper fun tor Polynom-Ring(n,L,x), taking an ordinal number n denoting the variables, a stru ture L and a variable evaluation fun tion x as parameters, and assigning to ea h polynomial p in
Polynom-Ring(n,L) the value of eval(p,x) from L.
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definition
let n be Ordinal,
L be right_zeroed add-asso iative right_ omplementable
unital distributive non trivial
(non empty doubleLoopStr),
x be Fun tion of n,L;
fun Polynom-Evaluation(n,L,x)
-> map of Polynom-Ring(n,L),L means
for p being Polynomial of n,L holds it.p = eval(p,x);
end;

Proving that Polynom-Evaluation is indeed a homomorphism needs additional assumptions on erning L: all three properties of a ring homomorphism require the addition of L to be an Abelian group, the multipli ation
of L to provide a left and a right unity, and the distributivity law. For the
ompatibility of addition with polynomial evaluation these properties are
already suÆ ient, whereas to prove that polynomial evaluation preserves
the unity we need also the asso iativity of multipli ation. Finally, to prove
that the evaluation of polynomials is ompatible with the multipli ation
of polynomials we have to assume that the multipli ation of L is not only
asso iative but also ommutative, hen e that the underlying stru ture L
is a non trivial ommutative ring with 1. Thus we ended up with the
following:
definition
let n be Ordinal,
L be Abelian right_zeroed add-asso iative
right_ omplementable well-unital distributive
ommutative asso iative
non trivial (non empty doubleLoopStr),
x be Fun tion of n,L;
luster Polynom-Evaluation(n,L,x) -> RingHomomorphism;
end;

6. Ideals

From our point of view ideals are interesting for two reasons. First, they
are ne essary to develop the theory of Grobner bases, whi h was one of
our motivations for starting this work. Se ond, the theory of ideals is an
algebrai topi in its own right with many appli ations, hen e a good topi
for further study of algebrai stru tures and their inheritan e in Mizar.
We do not introdu e ideals as subsets losed with respe t to addition
and multipli ation by arbitrary ring elements in one step (Ba ker et al.,
2000). Rather, we introdu e ea h property separately as an attribute and
ombine these attributes in a se ond step using luster de nitions. Note
that by doing so we not only get left and right ideals for free but in
addition, the fa t that ideals are both left and right ideals is aptured by
the Mizar he ker without any further justi ation.
In order to de ne ideals we need to be able to say that a subset of a
stru ture (indeed of the stru ture arrier) is losed under addition and
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multipli ation by stru ture elements. To say that a subset of a stru ture
is losed under addition does not require the stru ture to provide a multipli ation. So the attribute add- losed an be de ned for LoopStr.
definition
let L be non empty LoopStr,
F be Subset of L;
attr F is add- losed means
for x, y being Element of the arrier of L
st x 2 F & y 2 F holds x + y 2 F;
end;

The attributes left-ideal and right-ideal expressing the fa t that a
subset is losed under multipli ation by stru ture elements are de ned for
multLoopStr providing a multipli ation only.
definition
let L be non empty multLoopStr,
F be Subset of L;
attr F is left-ideal means
for p, x being Element of the arrier of L
st x 2 F holds p  x 2 F
attr F is right-ideal means
for p, x being Element of the arrier of L
st x 2 F holds x  p 2 F
end;

The intended stru tures are then de ned using existential lusters. The
proofs of existen e are simple here; just take the whole stru ture L as the
required subset. Note that no algebrai properties of L are ne essary for
the proofs; L only has to provide the operators for addition and multipliation, hen e must be a doubleLoopStr:
definition
let L be non empty
luster add- losed
left-ideal
luster add- losed
luster add- losed
end;

doubleLoopStr;
right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);
left-ideal (non empty Subset of L);
right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);

As a matter of onvenien e we also introdu e the modes LeftIdeal,
RightIdeal and Ideal. As should be lear from the previous se tions,
this is not ne essary. One ould work with the appropriately attributed
Subset of L. In fa t, we stated a ouple of theorems in this way sin e it
turns out that they an be proven with weaker assumptions; for example,
to prove that 0 is an element of a subset I of L it suÆ es to assume I is
left-ideal (and some further attributes for L must hold) rather than a
full ideal.
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definition
let L be non empty doubleLoopStr;
mode Ideal of L is add- losed
left-ideal right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);
mode RightIdeal of L is add- losed
right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);
mode LeftIdeal of L is add- losed
left-ideal (non empty Subset of L);
end;

As we already mentioned these de nitions imply that an ideal over L is
both a left and a right ideal over L simply be ause all three modes are
de ned over the same stru ture mode L and the attributes of the latter
ones are a subset of the attributes that an ideal must have.
The fa t that for ommutative stru tures left and right ideals oin ide
with two-sided ideals is aptured in Mizar by the following onditional
lusters. Note that the Mizar veri er will now treat left and right ideals
in ommutative stru tures as if they were ideals.
definition
let L be ommutative (non empty doubleLoopStr);
luster left-ideal -> right-ideal (non empty Subset of L);
luster right-ideal -> left-ideal (non empty Subset of L);
end;

We stated and proved basi properties of (left, right) ideals, for example that 0 I and that x - y I if x,y I for all (left, right) ideals
I, also that {0.R} and the arrier of R are always (left, right) ideals. The phrase \always" means here for all non empty doubleLoopStrs
ful lling the attributes ne essary to prove these theorems; namely, no further attributes in the se ond ase and the attributes add-asso iative,
right_zeroed, right_ omplementable and distributive in the rst.
We introdu ed some operations on ideals su h as the sum +, the interse tion , the produ t *, the quotient % of two ideals and the radi al
of an ideal. When formalizing and proving basi properties of these operations we tried again to use as few attributes as possible; nding out, for
example, that in order to prove (I % J) % K = I % (J * K) it suÆ es
that only I is a right ideal whereas J and K are simply subsets of the
underlying stru ture L:
2

\

2

2

p

theorem
for R being left_zeroed add-right- an elable right-distributive
ommutative asso iative (non empty doubleLoopStr),
I being add- losed right-ideal (non empty Subset of R),
J, K being Subset of R
holds (I % J) % K = I % (J * K);

In order to prove the Hilbert basis theorem we also needed the notion of
( nitely) generated ideals. Here we only handle the ase of ideals (generated left and right ideals an be found in (Ba ker et al., 2000)). The ideal
generated by a subset F of a stru ture L is the smallest ideal that ontains F whi h is dire tly expressed in the Mizar de nition. Note that the
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following de nition, like all de nitions of fun tors, requires an existen e
and uniqueness proof and that no algebrai properties of the stru ture L
are assumed.
definition
let L be non empty doubleLoopStr,
F be non empty Subset of L;
fun F-Ideal -> Ideal of L means
F = it & for I being Ideal of L st F = I holds it = I;
end;

Given this notion one an prove basi properties of generated ideals, for
example, the following well known fa t about ideals with two generators.
Here we need rather strong assumptions about the underlying algebrai
stru ture L, namely that it is almost a ommutative ring with unity (the
property add- an elable is a bit weaker than having a right inverse with
respe t to addition).
theorem
for R being Abelian left_zeroed right_zeroed add- an elable
well-unital add-asso iative asso iative ommutative
distributive (non empty doubleLoopStr),
a, b being Element of R holds
{a,b}-Ideal = {a  r + b  s where r, s is Element of R
: not ontradi tion};

Finitely generated ideals are ideals having a nite basis, that is they are
generated by a nite subset F of L, so we introdu e the following de nition
of the attribute finitely_generated.
definition
let L be non empty doubleLoopStr,
I be Ideal of L;
attr I is finitely_generated means
ex F being non empty finite Subset of the arrier of L
st I = F-Ideal;
end;

Developing the theory of ideals so far was straightforward due to the
me hanisms Mizar provides for onstru ting algebrai domains. As we
des ribed, the in lusion of left and right ideals an be done in Mizar quite
elegantly. Also the ase of non ommutative rings an be handled in a
natural way. The theorems, usually formulated in text books for ommutative rings but whi h do not require ommutativity of multipli ation,
an be stated without the orresponding attribute ommutative and thus
would be appli able to non ommutative rings. Due to the inheritan e
me hanism implemented in the Mizar system, these theorems an be applied for ommutative rings as well. Our attempt to state theorems with
a minimal set of attributes often leads to algebrai stru tures not found
in the literature; for example, a \ring" in whi h addition does not provide
inverse elements as in the theorem above. Not only do we get interesting
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new insights into algebrai domains, but we also believe it supports reuse
of these theorems.

7. Hilbert Basis Theorem

The Mizar formalization of this theorem follows (Be ker, Weispfenning,
1993), p. 145 where the theorem is formulated as:
Theorem 4.6 (Hilbert Basis Theorem) (AC) Let R be a noetherian
ring. Then the polynomial ring [ ℄ is again noetherian.
In the Mizar language (Ba ker, Rudni ki, 2000) the same is expressed
as follows (the symbol :: starts a omment that ontinues to the end of
the line):
R X

theorem HBasis: :: Hilbert basis univariate
for R being Noetherian Abelian add-asso iative right_zeroed
right_ omplementable asso iative distributive
well-unital ommutative (non empty doubleLoopStr)
holds Polynom-Ring R is Noetherian;

This theorem is rst formulated about univariate polynomials whi h were
re ently developed by R. Milewski (Milewski, 2000a,b, ). It turns out
that univariate polynomials are more onveniently handled using a separate and simpler framework than using multivariate polynomials with
one variable. Milewski used the simpler framework of algebrai sequen es
introdu ed in (Muzalewski, Sz zerba, 1991). We do not report on details
of Milewski's work here but he has proven the fundamental theorem of
algebra, see (Milewski, 2000 ). We are now working on the proof of the
orresponding fa t for multivariate polynomials, i.e. the Hilbert Nullstellensatz. For the multivariate ase the Hilbert basis theorem is formulated
in Mizar (Ba ker, Rudni ki, 2000) as:
theorem
for R being Abelian add-asso iative right_zeroed
right_ omplementable asso iative distributive
well-unital non trivial ommutative
(non empty doubleLoopStr)
st R is Noetherian
holds for n being Nat holds Polynom-Ring (n,R) is Noetherian;

This theorem in (Be ker, Weispfenning, 1993), p. 145 is formulated as:
Corollary 4.7 If R is a noetherian ring, then [ 1
℄ is again
noetherian for every
1. In parti ular, [ 1
℄ is noetherian if
R X ; : : : ; Xn

K

is a eld.

n 

K X ; : : : ; Xn

The se ond part of this orollary has been stated in Mizar as a separate
theorem. Its proof is immediate as any eld is Noetherian and the result
follows from the rst part of the orollary.
The attribute Noetherian is de ned in (Ba ker et al., 2000):
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definition
let L be non empty doubleLoopStr;
attr L is Noetherian means
for I being Ideal of L holds I is finitely_generated;
end;

Please note that the notion is de nable for doubleLoopStr while (Be ker,
Weispfenning, 1993), p. 144 do it for a ring:
De nition 4.4 A ring is noetherian if every Ideal of is nitely
generated.
Before embarking on the proof of the Hilbert basis theorem, we rst
need to formalize the notion of a formal linear ombination. This was
done for the multLoopStr, the smallest stru ture for whi h it is doable,
see (Ba ker et al., 2000):
R

R

definition
let R be non empty multLoopStr,
A be non empty Subset of the arrier of R;
mode LinearCombination of A ->
FinSequen e of the arrier of R means
for i being set st i 2 dom it
ex u, v being Element of R, a being Element of A
st it|.i = u  a  v;
mode LeftLinearCombination of A ->
FinSequen e of the arrier of R means
for i being set st i 2 dom it
ex u being Element of R, a being Element of A st it|.i = u
mode RightLinearCombination of A ->
FinSequen e of the arrier of R means
for i being set st i 2 dom it
ex u being Element of R, a being Element of A st it|.i = a
end;



a;



u;

(Of ourse, when we want to sum a linear ombination we need a stru ture
that also provides an addition, i.e. a doubleLoopStr.)
We have a tually needed only one type of linear ombinations|as later
we are dealing with ommutative stru tures|but we have also de ned
the two sided linear ombination that an be used in non- ommutative
rings. Thus we ended up with three types of linear ombinations. These
notions prompted a series of simple fa ts: there exist non empty linear
ombinations, atenation of linear ombinations is a linear ombination,
multiplying a linear ombination from the left or from the right results
in a linear ombination of an appropriate kind, et . For a while we hoped
that the above de nitions were suÆ ient, but it turned out that at a
ertain point we had to speak about a spe i representation of a linear
ombination. This has been handled with the helper predi ate:
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definition
let R be non empty multLoopStr,
A be non empty Subset of the arrier of R,
L be LinearCombination of A,
E be FinSequen e of
[:the arrier of R,the arrier of R,the arrier of R:℄;
pred E represents L means
len E = len L &
for i being set st i 2 dom L holds
L.i = ((E|.i)`1)  ((E|.i)`2)  ((E|.i)`3) & ((E|.i)`2) 2 A;
end;

([: ... :℄ denotes a Cartesian produ t while `1, `2 and `3 are proje tions.)
Analogous predi ates have been introdu ed for the other linear ombinations. This predi ate has enabled us to formulate and prove what
happens to a linear ombination under a map from a stru ture to a stru ture:
theorem
for R, S being non empty multLoopStr,
F being non empty Subset of the arrier of
l being LinearCombination of F,
G being non empty Subset of the arrier of
P being Fun tion of the arrier of R, the
E being FinSequen e of
[:the arrier of R,the arrier of R,the
st PÆF = G & E represents l
holds ex LC being LinearCombination of G
st len l = len LC &
for i being set st i 2 dom LC holds
LC.i = (P.(E|.i)`1)  (P.(E|.i)`2) 

R,
S,
arrier of S,
arrier of R:℄

(P.(E|.i)`3);

One may wonder why the linear ombinations were not dire tly de ned
through their spe i representations. That was our original intention but
it seems that they are hardly ever needed.
The proof of the main theorem for the univariate ase uses polynomials
as de ned by (Milewski, 2000a,b). This seemed a justi ed solution as we
avoided the use of the heavier ma hinery of Bags needed for multivariate polynomials. The Mizar proof of the theorem losely follows (Be ker,
Weispfenning, 1993), p. 145, using the following lemma from p. 144:
Lemma 4.5 (AC) Let be a ring and let ( ) be the set of all ideals
of . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) is noetherian.
(ii) For every
there exists a nite subset of with Id( ) =
Id( ).
(iii) Whenever
2N is a sequen e of elements of , then there exists
N with +1 Id( 0
).
(iv) There does not exist a stri tly as ending - hain of ideals of , i.e.,
a family
and = for
.
2N of ideals of with
R

I R

R

R

B  R

C

B

C

B

fai gi

m 2

am

R

2

a ; : : : ; am



fIi gi

R

Ij  Ik

R

Ij 6

Ik

j < k
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In the Mizar language, theorems stru tured similarly to the lemma
above are stated as a sequen e of impli ations: this is how they are usually
proven. In the proof (by ontradi tion) of the Hilbert basis theorem we
only needed the fa ts that (i) = (ii) and that (ii) = (iii) (but J. Ba ker
has proven all of them). The rst two impli ations form the following two
Mizar theorems, see (Ba ker et al., 2000):
)

)

theorem :: Lemma_4_5_i_ii:
for R being Noetherian add-asso iative left_zeroed right_zeroed
add- an elable asso iative distributive
well-unital (non empty doubleLoopStr)
for B being non empty Subset of the arrier of R
ex C being non empty finite Subset of the arrier of R
st C = B & C-Ideal = B-Ideal;
theorem :: Lemma_4_5_ii_iii:
for R being (non empty doubleLoopStr)
st for B being non empty Subset of the arrier of R
ex C being non empty finite Subset of the arrier of R
st C = B & C-Ideal = B-Ideal
for a being sequen e of R
ex m being Nat st a.(m+1) 2 (rng (a|Segm(m+1)))-Ideal;

In the ourse of proving the main theorem we needed to hoose the polynomials of minimal degree from a set of polynomials. This was a hieved
with the helper fun tor minlen (we had to do some asting of types):
definition
let L be right_zeroed add-asso iative right_ omplementable
unital distributive (non empty doubleLoopStr),
I be non empty Subset of the arrier of Polynom-Ring L;
fun minlen(I) -> non empty Subset of I equals
{ x where x is Element of I :
for x', y' being Polynomial of L
st x' = x & y' 2 I holds len x' <= len y' };
end;

In Milewski's treatment of univariate polynomials they are represented
as in nite sequen es with a nite number of non-zero entries giving the
oeÆ ients in in reasing order of the exponents. The degree of su h a
polynomial is the position where the last non-zero oeÆ ient appears (this
is alled the length of the sequen e written len). The zero polynomial
has length 0, the onstant non-zero polynomials have length 1, et . whi h
slightly di ers from the ommon de nition of the degree of a polynomial.
The proof of the Hilbert basis theorem then follows the proof from
(Be ker, Weispfenning, 1993), p. 145. The proof in the book is about
250 words long, the Mizar proof is about 4500 words long. This blow up
fa tor is not surprising as Mizar requires all algebrai manipulations to
be done at a low level and the proof involves many of them. The Mizar
proof probably ould have been shorter if it were re-edited having just
its length in mind. However, on e the proof is ompleted, there is little
in entive to beautify it.
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As far as the length of Mizar texts goes, we found a bigger surprise
proving the basis theorem for multivariate polynomials. In (Be ker, Weispfenning, 1993), p. 145 the proof of Corollary 4.7 is just:
Proof The proof is by indu tion on . If = 1, then the laim is identi al
with the Hilbert basis theorem as stated above. If
1, it follows from
n

n

n >

[ 1
℄= [ 1
1 ℄[ ℄
together with the indu tion hypothesis.
However, the hint given by the authors is dis ussed over pages 73{74
with referen es to a number of earlier lemmas (with simple but tedious
proofs). We needed to formalize all this material. The Mizar proof is also
by indu tion on . Stri tly speaking the equality mentioned above does
not hold in our treatment of polynomials but the rings are isomorphi
and the Mizar proof is slightly di erent. Let us rst observe that if two
stru tures are isomorphi and one is Noetherian then the other is too:
R X ; : : : ; Xn

R X ; : : : ; Xn

Xn

n

theorem ISO3:
for R, S being Abelian add-asso iative right_zeroed asso iative
right_ omplementable distributive well-unital
(non empty doubleLoopStr),
P being map of R,S
st P is RingIsomorphism & R is Noetherian holds S is Noetherian;

We start the indu tion at 0 with the help of:
theorem ISO4:
for R being add-asso iative right_zeroed asso iative
right_ omplementable distributive well-unital
non trivial (non empty doubleLoopStr)
holds ex P being map of R, Polynom-Ring (0,R)
st P is RingIsomorphism;

that is we show that R is isomorphi with the ring of multivariate polynomials over R with no variables. Next we show that:
theorem ISO5:
for R being Abelian add-asso iative right_zeroed
right_ omplementable asso iative distributive
well-unital ommutative non trivial
(non empty doubleLoopStr),
n being Nat
ex P being map of Polynom-Ring(Polynom-Ring(n,R)),
Polynom-Ring(n+1,R)
st P is RingIsomorphism;

The proofs of these fa ts, although simple, are indeed tedious as they
require a onstru tion of isomorphisms. With these fa ts in hand the
proof of the Hilbert basis theorem easily follows by indu tion. We have
the base ase. The basis theorem for univariate polynomials gives us
the indu tive step sin e when Polynom-Ring(n,R) is Noetherian then
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so is Polynom-Ring(Polynom-Ring(n,R)); the latter is isomorphi to
Polynom-Ring(n+1,R) whi h thus is also Noetherian. Here is the omplete proof:
theorem :: Hilbert basis for multivariate
for R being Abelian add-asso iative right_zeroed
asso iative right_ omplementable distributive
well-unital non trivial ommutative
(non empty doubleLoopStr)
st R is Noetherian
for n being Nat holds Polynom-Ring(n,R) is Noetherian
proof
let R be Abelian add-asso iative right_zeroed
asso iative right_ omplementable distributive
well-unital non trivial ommutative
(non empty doubleLoopStr);
assume
A: R is Noetherian;
onsider P being map of R, Polynom-Ring(0,R) su h that
B: P is RingIsomorphism by ISO4;
Base: Polynom-Ring(0,R) is Noetherian by A, B, ISO3;
Step: now let k be Nat su h that
X: Polynom-Ring(k,R) is Noetherian;
onsider P being
map of Polynom-Ring(Polynom-Ring(k,R)),
Polynom-Ring(k+1,R) su h that
Y: P is RingIsomorphism by ISO5;
Polynom-Ring(Polynom-Ring(k,R)) is Noetherian
by X, HBasis;
hen e Polynom-Ring(k+1,R) is Noetherian by Y, ISO3;
end;
thus thesis from Ind(Base, Step);
end;

The proof itself is short but proofs of all the helper lemmas o upy 1700
lines of Mizar text and are mainly due to J. Ba ker (Ba ker, Rudni ki,
2000). It would be hard to ompare the length of the Mizar proof with the
orresponding proof from (Be ker, Weispfenning, 1993), as the relevant
material in the latter is spread over many pages.
To on lude our development we proved the following:
theorem
for R being Abelian right_zeroed add-asso iative
right_ omplementable asso iative distributive
well-unital ommutative non trivial
(non empty doubleLoopStr),
X being infinite Ordinal
holds Polynom-Ring(X,R) is non Noetherian;

That is, a polynomial ring with in nitely many variables has ideals that
are not nitely generated. The proof is by ontradi tion using an evaluation that assigns unity to one of the variables whi h does not o ur in
the nite basis and zero to all remaining ones.
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8. Library Revisions

When starting to de ne polynomials, we wanted to keep the number of
new de nitions as small as possible. Hen e we examined the MML to nd
on epts that we ould use. Several problems o urred.
To begin, we found out (not for the rst time) that many basi theorems
were missing. For example, the fun tor  sums up elements of a nite
sequen e; it is lear that if all but one parti ular element equal zero, the
sum is this element. This theorem had not been proven before.
It happens frequently that a Mizar author introdu es a on ept for a too
spe i stru ture, whi h limits the reuse of theorems about the on ept.
For example, the fun tor power, for exponentiation with natural numbers,
was de ned for groups, whereas we wanted to use it in a stru ture providing only unity. Of ourse, one an de ne the fun tor again for the more
general ase, but this does not seem appropriate in a library. The solution
is to revise the MML, that means generalizing the original de nition and
reformulating the theorems on erning this on ept. Sometimes it turns
out that the proof of a theorem a tually does not use all properties of the
stru ture it is about and thus the theorem an be generalized.
On the one hand this problem seems natural. For example, if one is
writing an arti le about groups in whi h one needs a fun tor|and one
does not nd it in the MML|one simply de nes it. Why should one think
about more general solutions if it works well for the theorems intended
to prove? In addition, it is rather hard, if even possible, to estimate how
general a de nition should be in order to provide optimal bene t for future
users of MML. On the other hand, while proving theorems about the new
on ept, one usually observes whi h properties of the underlying stru ture
are ne essary to prove it and whi h are not. The orre tness proof of the
power fun tor, for example, did not use all the properties of a group. The
same holds for de ning formal power series and polynomials: we rst did
this for polynomials with a nite number of variables, before we realized
that we had already developed all the ma hinery for onstru ting power
series in arbitrary number of variables.
Another point onne ted with this problem is that sometimes it may
be better not to be as general as possible. For example, although one an
build the theory of polynomials in one variable out of our approa h by using Polynomial-Ring(1,R), this seems not to be the best solution. Doing
so would require R to be a ommutative and asso iative ring, just be ause
these properties were ne essary to prove the evaluation of polynomials to
be a homomorphism in the general ase. It seems that for polynomials
with one variable, this property an be established with weaker assumptions on R. So the question remains: how mu h generalization is best?
Also, in some ases generi ness does not lead to one general theory
in luding well-known ones as instan es, but rather splits up the theory
by dupli ating theorems. By dupli ation we mean that the same algebrai theorem an be proven in more than one way by assuming that
di erent attributes hold for the underlying stru ture mode. We illustrate
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this phenomenon with an example from (S hwarzweller, 2000): elements
of algebrai stru tures providing an addition an be multiplied with natural numbers|
standing for + ( + ( ( + ) ) and
for
( ( + )+ ) )+ )+ |however in non asso iative stru tures and
are not ne essarily the same. Consequently, one starts with two de nitions of this kind of multipli ation, one for the left- and one for the rightmultipli ation. Now, if addition is asso iative (and 0 = 0 = 0 holds,
that is the underlying stru ture is both left_zeroed and right_zeroed)
these two de nitions oin ide, that is
n  a

:::

a

a

a

:::

a

a

a

:::

a

a

:::

a  n

a

na

a n

a

a

theorem
for L being left_zeroed right_zeroed asso iative
(non empty LoopStr),
a being Element of L, n being Nat
holds n  a = a  n;

It turns out that one an prove the same theorem for non asso iative
stru tures, if one assumes that addition ommutes, so:
theorem
for L being Abelian (non empty LoopStr),
a being Element of L, n being Nat
holds n  a = a  n;

The next question is what to do if the property
=
is needed in
another proof: there is a hoi e of taking an asso iative or a non asso iative
stru ture, leading to di erent proofs, and hen e again to two theorems. It
is hard to estimate whi h theorem will be more important for future work,
so both seem to deserve their pla e in the library. However, storing two
or more versions of the same theorem will ultimately in ate the library.
n a

9. Related Work

a  n

An interesting and ambitious proje t named Theorema (Bu hberger et
al., 1997) aims at extending urrent omputer algebra systems towards
supporting mathemati al proofs and is built around the Mathemati a software. At the time of this writing only a restri ted prototype implementation was available.
Paul Ja kson, in his PhD work (Ja kson, 1995), explored the Nuprl
proof development system applying it to omputational abstra t algebra
with the plan of introdu ing the absolute notion of mathemati al rigor into
the omputer algebra systems. Ja kson got as far as the theory of monoids
and polynomials. The hopes were to make the Nuprl proof he ker intera t with the Weyl omputer algebra system by extra ting omputational
ontents from onstru tive Nuprl proofs. However, the work has not been
ontinued sin e 1995.
Coquand and Persson (Coquand, Persson, 1998) initiated a larger s ale
proje t in order to develop omputational algebra ompletely with Martin-Lof's type theory. They advo ate the use of the so alled internal
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or integrated methods of algorithm development where an algorithm is
extra ted from a onstru tive existen e proof. Thus, they hope that from
an abstra t proof of Grobner basis existen e one an extra t an algorithm
for omputing it. Their work is in progress but they already express fears
that the extra ted algorithms may have high omplexity.
Bu hberger's algorithm for omputing Grobner basis has been formalized in (Thery, 2001) using the Coq proof assistant. Thery's development
is essentially external, as he rst de nes the Bu hberger's algorithm and
then proves its orre tness. For any algorithm de ned in Coq, there is a
possibility to extra t an implementation of the algorithm in O aml. Thery
investigated a number of variants of the Bu hberger algorithm and the
optimized version performed well in omparison to Maple.
The group of H. Barendregt, also using the Coq proof assistant, formally proved the fundamental theorem of algebra (Geuvers et al., 2000)
following the \Kneser" proof based on iteration of roots. In order to do so,
many basi algebrai domains|among them ordered elds|have been
onstru ted. In the proof of the theorem, the real numbers are treated
axiomati ally, that is, every representation of the onstru tive real numbers an be used. In Mizar, the fundamental theorem of algebra has been
proven for a parti ular representation of the omplex numbers (Milewski,
2000 ). In order to hange the representation here, the user has to provide
a proof that the new one is isomorphi to the omplex numbers already
de ned.
In the area of omputer algebra there has been work on libraries of
algebrai stru tures. The AXIOM system (Jenks, Sutor, 1992), for instan e, provides the user with a large number of prede ned algebrai
domains| alled ategories|su h as Abelian groups, ommutative rings
or more involved ones su h as unique fa torization domains and elds with
prime hara teristi s. Categories an extend previously de ned ones; ategories form a hierar hy. As a onsequen e operations are exported from
the \lower" ategories to the \higher" ones, thus enabling reuse of algorithms. However, properties of the ategories su h as ommutativity of
an operator, apply as omments only. Therefore, whether it is legal for
a spe ial algebrai domain to belong to a parti ular ategory annot be
he ked within the system.

10. Con lusions and Future Plans

In this paper we des ribed the onstru tion of formal multivariate power
series and polynomials as well as the initial development of the theory of
ideals in the Mizar system. The main on ern was to present the possibilities that Mizar o ers in building algebrai stru tures: Mizar's me hanisms
allow sele tive ontrol over properties of algebrai domains when stating
and proving theorems. Although Mizar's possibilities are elegant and inlude inheritan e in the usual mathemati al style, library revisions were
ne essary during our work. It seems to us that revisions annot be avoided
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during the development of a library for formalized mathemati s and only
heavy usage an indi ate the dire tion of needed hanges.
We plan to go on with our work on polynomials. Among other goals we
would like to get more insight into dealing with inheritan e in algebrai
stru tures. We want to investigate how appli ations of our general theory
of polynomials an be ontinued. One of the goals is to develop a theory of
polynomials over nite elds|as used in oding theory|thus to restri t
the underlying stru ture of a polynomial ring. As mentioned before, the
theory of one-variable polynomials has been developed separately without using the framework of multivariate polynomials: it turns out to be
more onvenient, although it ould have been done using our approa h.
This may serve as a ase study on erning the question of what level of
generalization is best.
One of the spe i plans for the future is to work towards the theory of
Grobner bases and Bu hberger-like algorithms. We have already olle ted
some experien e in reasoning about omputations in Mizar, see the series
about SCM and its derivatives in MML (Nakamura, Trybule , 1992). We
favor the so- alled external method, where the algorithm is given and
the proof of its orre tness is given separately, in parti ular we prefer
the algorithm to be des ribed as a program for an abstra t ma hine.
In this way the algorithm is a essible as a mathemati al obje t that
an be studied from any viewpoint and this fa ilitates reasoning about
the resour es like time and spa e onsumed by the algorithm. With this
approa h, it is irrelevant whether the proof is onstru tive or not, or
what were the mathemati al tools used in proving the orre tness of the
algorithm (was the axiom of hoi e used or not). Most of the algorithms
in omputer algebra and their proofs were prepared using this external
method. Mizar an provide an environment in whi h these algorithms and
any new ones an be proven formally.
In ontrast, the prevailing approa h in systems based on type theories onsists of extra ting a program from a onstru tive proof through
the internal or the integrated method (Coquand, Persson, 1998). It is an
attra tive alternative, albeit to the best of our knowledge renders the
reasoning about resour es diÆ ult if not virtually impossible.
Our overall approa h is slightly di erent than that of others: we are
aiming at a general ase, in luding non- ommutative stru tures. For that,
it seems reasonable to extend the theory of ideals developed so far. This
is an algebrai topi with many appli ations and its development ould
shed some light on the problems we dis ussed here.
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